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DETERMINISTIC TEST PATTERN GENERATOR
DESIGN WITH GENETIC ALGORITHM APPROACH
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The paper presents an automatic technique for structure optimization of a deterministic test pattern generator (TPG).
The TPG is composed of a linear register and a non-linear combinational function that can invert any bit in the generated
patterns. Consequently, any arbitrary test sequence can be produced. This kind of a TPG is suitable for on-line built-in
self-test (BIST) implementations where a set of deterministic test patterns is required. In order to reduce the gate count
of the BIST structure a genetic algorithm (GA) is employed. In contrast to conventional approaches, a GA concurrently
optimizes multiple parameters that influence the final solution. Experimental results on ISCAS benchmarks demonstrate the
efficiency of the approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Testing of integrated circuits and systems has nowadays become a difficult problem for which conventional
test approaches often prove to be inadequate. Part of the
difficulties arises from the fact that the number of transistors in a chip increases faster than the pin count and
consequently internal chip modules become increasingly
difficult to access. Limited number of I/O pins represents
a bottleneck in testing of complex embedded cores where
transfers of large amounts of test patterns and test results between the automatic test equipment (ATE) and
the unit-under-test (UUT) are required, [1]. One of the
alternative solutions is to implement a built-in self-test
(BIST) of the UUT, [2], with on-chip test pattern generation (TPG) and on-chip output response analysis logic.
In this way, communication with external ATE is reduced
to test initiation and transfer of test results [3]. The approach, however, also has some disadvantages. BIST implementation inevitably leads to area overhead, which
typically results in performance penalties due to longer
signal routing paths resulting from the inclusion of the
BIST circuitry in the design. Minimization of the BIST
logic is one of the commonly addressed problems in practice.
In the paper an approach for the generation of deterministic TPG logic based on a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) composed of D-type and T-type flip-flops is
described [4]. The use of LFSR for TPG eliminates the
need of a ROM for storing the seeds since the LFSR itself
jumps from a state to the next required state (seed) by
inverting the logic value of some of the bits of its next

state. The approach for constructing the proper LFSR
employs a genetic algorithm (GA) to find an acceptable
practical solution in a large space of possible LFSR implementations. In the area of TPG, genetic algorithms have
mainly been used for the derivation of test pattern sets
for target UUTs [5], [6]. As for the synthesis of the TPG
logic for actual generation of the derived test patters, GA
approach has been used for the solutions based on cellular
automata [7].
The work reported in this paper was motivated by
the need of deterministic test pattern generation for the
on line BIST structure composed of idle functional units
and registers, originally proposed in [8]. In this approach,
functional units and registers that are not used for the
computations of the target application during individual time slots are organized into a structure that is continuously tested in parallel with normal system operation. Normally, pseudo-random test vectors can be employed for such on-line self-test. In critical applications,
where low fault latency is required, test pattern generators (TPG) that generate deterministic test sequence are
needed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe a TPG structure, and give an example
of area minimization through the modification of TPG
structure and its test vectors; in Section 3 we describe
the GA and the work of its operators; in Section 4 we
present the evaluation tool, and its methodology used in
our optimization procedure; in Section 5 we describe the
whole optimization process and evaluate it; and in Section 6 we draw the conclusions.
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Fig. 1. Test pattern generator structure.

a Multiple-Input Signature Register (MISR) and a modification logic. The MISR has a form of a ring that is
composed of n flip-flops with either active high or active
low inputs. Any flip-flop of the MISR can be of T type or
D type. Each flip-flop (D or T) can also have inverter on
their input (denoted as D or T ). Thus, the register may
have 4n different structures. The inputs of the MISR are
controlled by the modification logic. The outputs of the
MISR are fed back to the modification logic, which is a
simple combinational logic and acts like a decoder.
The modification logic allows that in the subsequent
clock cycles the contents of the MISR assume the values
specified by the target test pattern set. Hence MISR and
the modification logic are application specific: they are
synthesized according to the required test pattern set.
The parameter that is particularly important in the
case of deterministic test pattern generators is the area
overhead. Important factors influencing the area of a
TPG are:
• the structure of each MISR stage,
• the order of the test patterns in a test sequence,
• the bit-order of the test patterns.
The first property influences the complexity of both
the MISR and the modification logic while the remaining
two impact the area of the modification logic only. These
relationships are illustrated by the following optimization
example.
2.1 Initial structure and test vectors

Fig. 2. a) The six 3-bit test vectors, and b) the structure of the
TPG for initial configuration.

Let us assume that the following test set composed of
six 3-bit vectors (Fig. 2a) is to be produced by the TPG.
The resulting structure of the TPG consists of D-type flipflops in all stages of the MISR (Fig. 2b). Assuming that all
the flip-flops are scannable and have asynchronous reset,
the total area of the TPG simulated in AMS 0.35 µm
technology is 1821 µm2 .
2.2 Flip-ﬂop type replacement
Suppose that we replace the second flip-flop with a
T-type flip-flop having active low input (Fig. 3b). Since
the standard cell library of the AMS 0.35 µm technology
does not contain a T-type flip-flop with inverted input,
the negation is implemented by replacing the XOR gate
with an XNOR. The total area of the TPG is 1784 µm2 .
Although a T-type flip-flop is more expensive than a Dtype in terms of area, the reduction of the TPG area was
achieved due to the simplified modification logic.

Fig. 3. a) The six 3-bit test vectors, and b) the structure of the
TPG for modified flip-flop type.

2 PROPOSED TPG STRUCTURE

The overall structure of the proposed n bit test pattern generator is presented in Fig. 1. It is composed of

2.3 Column permutation
Further decrease in the area of the TPG can be obtained by permutation of columns of the test pattern sequence (ie, by simultaneous permutation of bits in all
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Fig. 4. a) The six 3-bit test vectors, and b) the structure of the
TPG for permutated columns.

Fig. 5. a) The six 3-bit test vectors, and b) the structure of the
TPG for permutated test patterns.

test patterns). If we permute the 2nd and the 3rd column in the test sequence (Fig. 4a), the TPG is simplified
to the structure shown in Fig. 4b. The area of the TPG
is 1657 µm2 .

where tj (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) represents the type of the flipflop (either D or T) and ij (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) represents the
presence of the inverter on the input of the j -th flip-flop.
The second and third chromosome, which encode the
order of the test patterns, and the bit order of test patterns, look like
C2 = a1 a2 . . . am
(2)

2.4 Vectors permutation
Another possibility is to permute test patterns in the
test sequence. If we exchange the test patterns 4 and 6 in
the test sequence (Fig. 5a) we get the modified sequence.
The TPG is further simplified to the structure shown in
Fig. 5b and with the area of 1421 µm2 .
Minimization of TPG area is a complex problem that
can be addressed by different optimization approaches.

where m is the number of test vectors and aj (j =
1, 2, . . . , m) is the label number of the test pattern from
the pattern list, and
C3 = b1 b2 . . . bk

(3)

where k is the number of flip-flops in the structure and
bj (j = 1, 2, . . . , k ) is the label number of the bit order
of test patterns.

3 GENETIC ALGORITHM

3.2 Initial population
We used GA optimization because of its intrinsic parallelism that allows working from a broad database of solutions in the search space simultaneously, climbing many
peaks in parallel. Thus, the risk of converging to a local
optimum is relatively low. Besides, promising results of
our research work obtained in other optimization problem areas [9], [10], [11] encouraged us to consider GA
approach as one of the possible alternatives in TPG synthesis optimization.
3.1 Encoding
The parameters of the TPG to be optimized were
coded as integer values into three different chromosomes.
With those three chromosomes we concurrently optimized
the structure of the TPG, the order of the test patterns,
and the bit order of test patterns. The first chromosome,
which encodes the structure of n-bit TPG, looks like
C1 = t1 i1 t2 i2 . . . tn in

(1)

The initial population consisted of n chromosomes —
reproductions of the initial structure. To ensure versatile
population some chromosomes were mirrored. The values
on the left side (beginning) of the chromosome were mirrored to the right side (ending), while the values from the
right side were mirrored to the left side; either type of registers or inverter presence or both values were mirrored
in case of the first chromosome type. In case of other two
chromosomes, their initial reproduction included mirroring of orders between the beginning and the ending positions.
3.3 Genetic operators
In the selection process most fit chromosomes were selected for reproduction. The elitism strategy was applied
through the substitution of the least-fit members with the
equal number of those best-ranked.
In a two-point crossover chromosome mates were chosen randomly and with a probability pc all values between
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• order change, where pattern orders and test bit streams
order were changed — after choosing the positions to
be modified their values are interchanged (Fig. 7c).
With a possibility of annealing the mutation rate, pm
was a variable mutation probability. It was decreasing
linearly with each new population. Since each new population generally was more fit than the previous one, we
overcome a possible disruptive effect of mutation at the
late stages of the optimization, and speed up the convergence of the GA to the optimal solution in the final
optimization stages.
3.4 Fitness evaluation
Fig. 6. Crossover operator: a) register type and inverter presence
as one indivisible block, b) only the values of inverters are swapped,
and c) interchange of positions that store the ordered numbers.

After the recombination operators modified the solutions, the whole new population was ready to be evaluated. Here, the external evaluation tool (see Section 4)
was used to evaluate each new string created by the GA.
3.5 Termination criteria

Fig. 7. Mutation operator: a) only flip-flop types are changed,
b) inverter presences are changed, and c) pattern orders and test
bit streams order are changed.

two randomly chosen positions were swapped which led
to the two new solutions. For example, considering two
strings with crossover points on positions 1 and 4 see
Fig. 6a. In the first chromosome, register type and inverter presence are considered as one indivisible block
(ie, two values for one position in the chromosome).
Moreover, with some probability pr only the values
of inverters in that swapping range were swapped. See
Fig. 6b.
The crossover in case of test patterns order and bitorder of the test patterns was performed with the interchange of positions that store the ordered numbers within
the range; for example within the range [2, 4] see Fig. 6c
(positions with orders 3, 2, and 4 in the first chromosome
are interchanged with orders 2, 4, and 3 of the second
chromosome).
In the mutation process each value of the string mutated with a probability pm . However, since a high mutation rate resulted in a random walk through the GA
search space, pm had to be chosen to be somewhat
low. Three different types of mutation were applied (see
Fig. 7):
• D/T-type change, where only flip-flop types were
changed with some probability on each position in the
chromosome (Fig. 7a);
• inverter change, where inverter presences were changed
with some probability on each position in the chromosome (Fig. 7b);

In our implementation the GA operated repetitively,
with an idea that, on average, solutions of the population defining the current generation had to be as good
(or better) at improving the fitness function as those of
the previous generation. When a certain number of populations had been generated and evaluated, the system
was assumed to be in a non-converging state. The fittest
member within all generations was taken to be the solution of the design problem.

4 EVALUATION TOOL

Operation of the j th cell of the TPG register during
one clock cycle can be expressed by the following equation:
Qj = tj qj ⊕ qj−1 ⊕ ij ⊕ fj
(4)
Q1 = t1 q1 ⊕ qn ⊕ i1 ⊕ f1
where qj−1 is the current state of the cell number j − 1 ,
qj is the current state of the j -th cell, Qj is the next
state of the j -th cell, tj is the coefficient determining
type of the flip-flop in the j -th cell, ie, 0 for D-type
flip-flop, and 1 for T-type flip-flop, ij is the coefficient
determining whether there is an inverter at the input of
the flip-flop in the j -th cell, ie, 0 for absence of inverter,
and 1 for presence of inverter, and fj is the value of the
j -th output of the modification logic. Thus, the value of
the j -th output of the modification logic is:
fj, = tj qj ⊕ qj−1 ⊕ ij ⊕ Qj
f1 = t1 q1 ⊕ qn ⊕ i1 ⊕ Q1 .

(5)

On the basis of these equations one can derive values
of the outputs of the modification logic for each vector
but last in the test sequence. In that way ON-set and
OFF-set of the modification logic are defined.
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tion. The algorithms used represent an advance in both
speed and optimality of solution in heuristic Boolean minimization. Espresso reads the file provided, performs the
minimization, and writes the minimized result. It automatically verifies that the minimized function is equivalent to the original function.

5 RESULTS

Fig. 8. The optimization process
Table 1. Results of modification logic size (in total cost by
ESPRESSO)

test number of
pattern
test
width patterns
c432 36
27
c499 41
52
c880 60
16
c1355 41
84
c1908 33
106
c6288 11
12

initial optimized improvement
TPG
TPG
in %
348
312
536
584
2077
74

280
164
402
488
1840
49

19.5
47.4
25.0
16.4
11.4
33.8

Table 2. Comparison with results achieved in [14]

c432
c499
c880
c1355
c1908
c6288

complexity of TPG
complexity of the
obtained by
proposed TPG optimized
column matching
by GA approach
0.33
0.29
0.13
0.08
0.38
0.35
0.19
0.14
0.29
0.53
–
0.44

Table 3. Comparison with results achieved in [15]

c432
c499
c880
c1355
c1908
c6288

area per bit
area per bit of the
of the TPG proposed TPG optimized
in [15]
by GA approach
0.22
0.11
0.21
0.10
0.19
0.29
0.20
0.09
0.19
0.32
0.24
0.54

They are further minimized and the cost of the logic is
estimated. We use Espresso software [12] for Boolean minimization of the modification logic and its approximate
cost evaluation. Espresso takes as input a two-level representation of a two-valued (or multiple-valued) Boolean
function, and produces a minimal equivalent representa-

The TPG structure optimization process is shown in
Fig. 8. First, the initialization phase determines the initial TPG structure through the desired sequence of test
patterns. Then the GA tries to optimize the circuit (make
new configuration) while checking the allowed TPG structure and using the external evaluation tool. The evaluation tool calculates the cost of a given structure through
the input test patterns and TPG configuration. After a
number of iterations the best structure is chosen and implemented through the hardware description language.
Parameters of the GA used in our experiments are:
• for first three circuits: number of generations is 50,
population size is 10, probability of crossover is 0.8,
and probability of mutation is 0.01,
• for the next three circuits: number of generations is
100, population size is 50, probability of crossover is
0.7, and probability of mutation is 0.05.
Table 1 presents the results of the evaluation of the optimization process with the ISCAS test-benchmark combinational circuits. The widely accepted ISCAS benchmark suite has been in use since being introduced in simple netlist format at the International Symposium of Circuits and Systems in 1985 (ISCAS ‘85). The 1989 ISCAS
symposium introduced a set of sequential circuits, that
were similar to the 1985 circuits, but with the addition
of a D-type flip-flop element. These simple combinatorial circuits are used to benchmark various test pattern
generation systems.
The test circuits used in our evaluation were transformed by the input reduction procedure proposed in [13].
The test pattern width (ie, the number of the inputs) and
the number of test patterns (ie, the number of different input test vectors to cover all possible faults) are presented
in the second and the third column, respectively, for each
benchmark. The next two columns present the total cost
of the modification logic reported by Espresso for the initial and optimized TPG structure. The last column shows
the achieved improvement. The execution time of the GA
algorithm itself was always below one second, while the
evaluation phase, performed by the external evaluation
tool, took couple of seconds per evaluation. We do not report total execution time, which in fact was measured in
minutes, but since this is off-line and one-time optimization procedure, optimization effectiveness was considered
more important as optimization time.
As mentioned before, the bit-order of the test patterns
and the order of the test patterns in a test sequence influence the area of the modification logic. In this respect it
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may be interesting to compare the results also with the results of column matching algorithm [14]. Both approaches
use MISR of similar complexity, the main differences are
in the design of the modification logic. Table 2 shows the
results of the comparison of the two approaches for the
same benchmark circuits.
The complexity figures in the 2nd and 3rd columns of
Table 2 are expressed in terms of a total cost reported by
Espresso per bit of the produced test pattern:
complexity =
total cost
. (6)
test pattern width ∗ number of test patterns
We need to apply such a measure because we used
in experiments different test pattern sets than those reported in [14].
The comparison presented in Table 2 indicates that
the proposed approach has a higher potential to provide
solutions of TPG generating deterministic test patterns
than column matching. There is also a big difference in
testing time. In column matching solution all deterministic test patterns are embedded in a long test sequence
composed of 5000 test vectors, which contains a lot of patterns not contributing to the fault coverage in the CUT.
On the other hand, the GA based solution produces all
deterministic test patterns as a one short test sequence
that does not contain any superfluous vectors.
Table 3 presents the area of TPG logic for AMS
0.35 µm technology for the implementations reported in
[15] and the GA based solutions. The area is expressed
in terms of equivalent two input NAND gates. Like in
Table 2, we need to apply a specific measure of the area
overhead of the TPGs due to the fact that different deterministic patterns sets have been used for TPG synthesis.
The proposed measure is expressed by the following formula:
area per bit =
area
. (7)
test pattern width ∗ number of test patterns
Experimental results shown in Table 3 indicate that
for some benchmarks the proposed TPG and the GA optimization procedure provide solutions with lower area
overhead than the TPG presented in [15] while for some
other benchmarks the TPG in [15] are better. This may
be due to the fact that we used ESPRESSO as a fast evaluation tool in the TPG optimization process and SNOPSYS as a tool for synthesizing the final solution. Applying SYNOPSYS as both the evaluation tool and the final
synthesis tool is likely to improve the results.
6 CONCLUSION

A new type of deterministic TPG is presented in the
paper. It is based on a feedback shift register composed of
D- and T-type flip-flops and inverters. It is also equipped

with a modification logic that can invert any bit in any
pattern generated by the register. A genetic algorithm
which minimizes the area overhead of the TPG for the
given deterministic test set is also described. The initial
structure of the TPG is encoded and multiplied with some
variations to form the initial population. The search for
the optimal structure of the TPG is performed by selection, crossover, and mutation operators, while each solution is evaluated by the evaluation tool. TPG area optimization performed on ISCAS test-benchmark circuits
gave promising initial results.
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